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MME. CURIE

SILESIA PARLEY

PILGRIM BANQUET
PROMINENT
y

KQBLEMEN SPEAK

'

He Spoke of the League of Nations
and Made a Strong Plea for the

Close
Between
Our Two Great Countries.

Mme. Curia, discoverer of radium,
been presented with a gram of the
precious element by the women of

hat

America.
BORAH WINNING

IN

PRESIDENT

CONTEST

HARDING
AGREE TO PLAN

MAY

Heads of Administration Come to Support of Idea as They Communl.
cafe With Senate.
Washington Senator Borah of Idaho and those associateed with him In
the senate on questions of naval policy, virtually won their fight for Incorporation In the 1500.000.000 naval appropriation Dill of the llorah amendment requesting the president to call
a naval disarmament conference of
the United States, Great Britain and

Japan.
Senator ' Poindexter,

republican,
Washington, In charge of the naval
bill, and other administration leaders,
suddenly and unexpectedly came to
the support of the amendment and
leaders generally joined In predictions
ot adopting ofxtbe disarmament proposal.
Harding Heard From.
Although Senator Poindexter and
other republican leaders said they
had not heard further from President
iHarding regarding his attitude toward the Borah porposal, there were
reports that both by letter and telephone the president had been In communication with republican leaders,
Both in senate debate and In a
formal statement to the press, Senator
Poindexter annonnced his Intention
to vote for the Borah amendment
and also hold a preliminary point of
order against it which would have
s
required a
vote for its
adoption. After this announcement
Senator Curtis, republican whip,
pas.Sd the word among republicans
to vote as they desired on the Borah
provisions. Senator Lodge of Massachusetts, the republican leader, said
that he would vote for the amendment and that he expected general republican support for It.
Borah Is Gratified.
The change in the situation occasioned considerable surprise and, to
Senator Borah, muoh gratification.
After a conference with the president. Senator Poindexter announced
reoently that the president preferred
not to have the Borah amendment
adopted. while Senator Hale, republican, Maine, who accompanied Senator
Poindexter, also had said that he
understood the president regarded it
s "unnecessary."
Despite the developments In the diso progress
armament controversy,
was made on the bill. Senator King,
democrat, Utah, and Lafollette, republican, Wisconsin, again spoke at
length in the criticism of the appropriation program, but tomorrow' it was
expected that the senate would get
down to disposition of many amendments proposed by the naval
i

two-third-

WAS HEAD OF SUPREME
COURT ELEVEN YEARS.

London. The dinner of welcome by
the Pilgrims Society to the American
ambaosador, George Harvey, was enveloped in far deeper interest than
usually attends a reception to a new
ambassador by this international club.
Not only- - was it Mr. Harvey's first
public appearance since his appointment to the post, but there was general expectation that he would reveal
something of the, new administration's
policy toward European affairs.
The ambassador did not disappoint
his audience, for he sharply brushed
aside any lingering illusion that the
United States would have any relating whatever with the league of nations. He also announced his appointment to represent the president in the1
supreme council In the discussion over
Silesia.
His Words Are Plain.
Mr. Harvey's plain word3 on t'aa
league were a revelation, and his pies
Cor the closest
between
the two great English speaking countries was Impressive.
The British prime minister made an
eloquent speech, but rather disappoint-- '
ed those who hoped for more of international plain speaking, which is the
fashion of the moment. The premier
described the plight of Europe, enmeshed in ancient feuds, and gave
warm welcome to the new
of America in world affairs.
The Duke of Connaught presided,
and Lord Desbrough read a message
from the American pilgrims.
Lord Cruzon, secretary for foreign
affairs, spoke briefly and humorously
referred to the league of nations by
the wish that lord Robert Cecil one
of the chief supporters of that organization was In his shoes.
There were 350 diners, among them
the Duke of York, and many members of the peerage and representatives of the American colony".

PLEADS FOR BIG AfiMY CUT
America Urged To Take Lead In Ask
Ing Disarmament In Speech.
Chicago. America

was

urged

to

take the lead in effecting reduction ol
armament of all nations, at a mass

Washington
Douglas
Edward
White, chief Justice of .the United
States supreme court, died at a hospital, where he "submitted to an operation. He was 76 years old.
The chief Justice was unconscious
for several days, when acute dilation
of the heart occurred. ' Up to that
time the attending physicians had
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Edward Douglas White
hoped for a rapid recovery after an
eperaton for bladder trouble
After the unexpected relapse ths
fhyBiclans did not expect the chief
justice to live.
Death was. said to he due directly
to complications which developed after the operation.
Justice McKenna and other of Mr.
White's associates
in the supreme
court called at the hospital when it
became known that his condition was
serious, but did not enter the room
as the chief Justice was unconscious.
Chief Justice White of the United
States supreme court was regarded
as the embodiment of' his high office.
In the earlier days of his occupancy
of the bench, he had the reputation of
being a fastidious-- dresser; and coupled with this human trait, he waa
fond of outdoor exercise.
He was a Roman Catholic in religion, having graduated from the Jesuit
college In New Orleans, and at
Georgetown, District of Columbia, university. His other studies had been
pursued at Mount St. Mary's near
Maryland.
His ascension to the bench was the
climax ot a long career in which many
honors had been attained. Licensed
to practice law by the supreme court
of Louisiana in 1868, he was elected
to the state senate in 1874, and fotir
years later he was appointed associate Justice' of the supreme court of
Louisiana.
He occupied the bench for a num.
bef of years. In 1891, however, ho
took his seat la the United SCatea
senate, having been elected as a democrat, from Louisiana.
While serving in the senate, he was
appointed by President Taft, in 1910
to be Chief Justice of the United
States Supreme court, and took his
seat December 19 of that year.

meeting addressed by William
Bryan and others in, the final
congress on
session of the two-dayMr. Bryan
limitation or armaments.
made the closing appeal for world
eace, declaring his mottoa to be "disarmament by agreement If possible,
by example if necessary."
The purpose of the entire conference waa summed up in a resolution
adopted earlier in the day and presented to the assemblage urging
President Harding to call Great Britain and Japan into conference looking
to reduction of naval armaments by
agreement.
America, Mr. Bryan said, was the
only great nation which set an example in mobollzation for war, but
Bow, he added, "she can't get out of
war." He ridiculed the law which res
quired
vote in congress to
ratify a treaty but permitted declaration t)f war by a majority vote.
Matthew Woll, vice president of the
American Federation of Labor, extended the "helping hand of the RETAIL FOOD PRICE DROPS
American labor movement," to the
congress in their proposal for arma- During April Decline Showed 2.7 Per
cent Over March.
ment
limitation. He asserted labor's
THETAX'QUESTION
SETTLE
stand for peace, but declared labor
Washington Retail food prices de
had no regret for the part it took in
Estate Tax Is Not Exempt According the world war.
cllned 2.7 per cent In April as com
To New Ruling.
pared with March, the bureau of labor
statistics announced Tuesday afterEra of Prosperity Forecast.
Washington. Through decisions of
noon. From March, IB to April IS,
'
Washington
busiImprovement
in
government
supreme
court
the
the
food comthirty-onof the forty-threcounthroughout
ness
conditions
the
won two Important victories in conupon which the statistics are
modities
troversies Involving interpretation ol try and an era of prosperity is to be based show a decrease in prices. The
expected soon, according to view
Income provisions of the revenue
greatest decrease was in eggs,;
Jen-nnig- s
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His Ascension to the Bench Waa the
NEW AMERICAN ENVOY TO
Climax of a Long Career With
Many Honors Attained.
ENGLAND SPEAKS AT THE
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CHIEF JUSTICE WHITE IS DEAD
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The Prodigal Village
By Irving Bachellcr
CtopTrtffat, WM,

CHAPTER FIVE

Continued.

"The flsh are very wise," Judge
iCrooker used to sny. "They know the
jtruth about every one and It's well
that they do. After all, they perform
nn Important offlee. There's many a
taan and woman who think they've
Ibeen fooling the flsh, but they've only
Ifooled themselves."
And within n dny or two, the secrets of the BIng famllly were swimming up and down the stream of the
tonder-llf- e
of BingviUe.
,

f

Mr. Blng had found a situation In
new to him. The

the plant which was

toen were discontented. Their wages
were sky hjh " to quote, a Irase of
"one of tKe foremen. StllC they were
jiot satisfied. Reports of the fabu-Jou- s
earnings of the mill bad spread
among them. They bad begun to
'thick that they were not getting a
lair division of the proceeds of their
labor. At a meeting of the help a radical speaker had declared that one of
the Bing women wore a noose of pearls
on her neck worth half a million dollars. The men wanted more pay and
less work. A committee of their leaders had called at Mr. Blng's office with
a demand soon after his arrival. Mr.
iBlng had said "no" with a bang of his
iflst on the table. A workers' meeting
was to be held a week later to act upon
'the report of the committee.
Meanwhile, another cause of worry
ihad come or rather returned to him.
iAgaln, Fhyllls had begun to . show
(symptoms of the old trouble. Mrs.
Bing, arriving at dusk from a market
jtrlp to Hazelmead with Sophronla
lAraes, had found Phyllis lying asleep
among the cushions on the great
'couch In the lutter's bedroom. She entered the room softly and leaned over
the girl and looked Into her face, now
turned toward Hie open window and
lllghted by the fading glow In the western sky and relaxed by sleep. It was
a sad facet There were lines and
shadows In It which the anxious mother had not seen before nnd had she
been crying? Very softly, the woman
sat down at the girl's side. Darkness
fell, black, menacing shadows filled
the corners of the room. The spirit of
the girl betrayed Its trouble In a sore
rowful groan as she slept. Roger
was coming next dny. There was
every reason why Phyllis should be
happy. Sileiitly, Mrs. Blng left the
room. She met Martha In the hall.
"I 6hall want no dinner and Mr. Blng
Is dining In Hazelmead," 6he whispered. "Miss Phyllis Is asleep. Don't
disturb her."
Then she sat down In the darkness
,
of her own bedroom alone. .

Then Bob would He down Quickly
and draw the clothes over bis shoulders and sing of the Good King Wcn- ceslas and The First Noel, which Miss
Betsy Singleton had taught him at
Christmas time.
All this In Important as showing
how a poor lad, of a lively Imagination
was wont to spend his lonely hours,
e needed company and knew how
to find It.
Christmas day, Judge Crooker had
presented him with a beautiful copy
of Raphael's Madonna and Child.
Ufa the greatest theme and the
greatest picture this poor world of
ours can boast of," said the Judge. "I
want you to study the look in that
mother's face, not thai it is unusual.
I have seen the like of It a hundred
times. Almost every young mother
with a child In her arms has that
look or ought to have It the most
beautiful and mysterious thing In the
world. The light of that old star
which led the wise men la In It, I
sometimes think. Study It and you
may hear voices In the sky as did the
shepherds of old."
So the boy acquired the companionship of those divine faces that looked
down at him from the wall near his
bed and had something to say to hrta
every day.
Also, another friend a very humble
one had begun to share his confidence. He was the little yellow dog,
Christmas. Be had come with his
master, one evening In March, to
spend a night with the sick Shepherd.
Christmas had lain on the foot of the
bed and felt the loving caress of the
boy. , The heart of the world, that
loves above all things the touch of
a kindly hand, was In this little
creature.
Often, when Hiram was
walking out In the bitter winds.

'i ',
a
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CHAPTER SIX.
Hiram Blenklnsop Has a
Number of Adventures.
The Shepherd of the Birds had
caught the plague of Influenza in
March aud neurly lost his life with It.
Judge Crooker and Mr. and Mrs. Sin- gleton and their daughter and Father
O'Nell and Mrs. Ames and Iliram
Blenklnsop had taken turns In the
nursing of the boy. lie had come out
,
If it with Impaired vitality.
The rubber tree used to speak to him
In those days of his depression and
sny. "II win he summer soon."
"Oh, denr! But the days pass so
slowly," Bob would answer with a
sigh.
Then the round nickel clock would
eny cheerfully, "I hurry them along as
fust as ever I ran."
"Seems n If old Time was Irving
the use of his legs," said the Shepherd. "I wouldn't wonder If some one
had run over him with an automobile."
"Everybody Is trying to kill Time
these days," ticked the clock with a
merry chuckle.
Bob looked at the clock and laughed.
"You've got some sense," he declared.
"Nonsense!" the clock answered.
"You can talk pretty well," snld the
In Which

1

trrtnf BaeaeOaa

Now, with the spring, a new feeling had come to Mr. Hiram Blenklnsop.

He bad been sober fer months. His
Old Self had come back and had
Imparted Ma youthful strength to the
man Hiram. He had money In the
bank.
He was decently dressed.
People had begun to respect him.
Every day, Hiram was being nudged
and worried by a new thought. It
persisted in telling him that respectability was like the Fourth of July
a very dull thing unless It was celebrated. He had been greatly pleased
with his own growlilg respectability.
He felt as If he wajnted tg take a look
at It, from a distance, as It were". That
money In the bank was nudging and
calling him. It seemed to be lonely
.
and longing for companionship.
"Come, Hiram Blenklnsop," It used
to say. "Let's be off together and
get a silk hat and a
d
cane an' make 'em set up and take
notice. Suppose you should die sudden an leave me without an owner?"
The warmth and Joy of the springtime had turned his fancy to the old
dream. So one day, he converted his
bank balance Into "a roll big enough
to choke a dog," and took the early
morning train to Hazelmead, having
led Clirlstmns at the Widow Sloran's.
In the mill city he bought a high
silk hat and a
cane and
a new suit of clothes and a boiled
shirt and a high collar and a red
necktie. It didn't matter to him that
the fashion and fit of his garments
were not quite In keeping with the
d
silk hat and
cane. There
were three other Items In the old
dream of splendor the mother, the
prancing team, and the envious remarks of the onlookers. His mother
was gone. Also there were no prancing horses In Hazelmead, but he could
,'
hire an automobile.
In the course of his celebration he
asked a lady whom he met In the
street, If she would kindly be his
mother for a day. He meant well
but the lady being younger than
Hiram and not accustomed to such
familiarity from strangers, did not
feel complimented by the question.
They .fled from each other. Soon,
Hiram bought a big custard pie in a
bnke-sho- p
and had It cut Into smallish pieces and, having purchased pie
and plate, went out upon the street
with It. He ate what he wanted of
the pie and generously offered the
rest of it to sundry people who possed
him. It was not Impertinence In
Hiram; it was pure generosity a desire to share his riches, flavored. In
some degree, by a feeling of vanity.
It happened that Mr. J. Patterson
Blng came along and received a
tender of pie from Mr. Blenklnsop.
"No!" said Mr. Blng, with that old
hammer whack In his voice which
aroused bitter memories In the mind
of Hiram.
That tone was a great piece of Imprudence.
There was a menacing
gesture and a rapid succession of
footsteps on the pavement. Mr. Blng's
retreat was not, however, quite swift
enough to save him. The pie landed
on his shoulder. In a moment, Hiram
gold-heade-

gold-heade- d

gold-heade-

BELL CASTING
Dear! But the. Days Pass So
Slowly!" Bob Would Answer With
a Sigh.

IN OLD JAPAN

"Oh

People Gather In Thousands to Witness Ceremony Which Has Deep
Religious Significance.
Christmas would edge away when his
master's back was turned. In a Jiffy,
The making of the bell In old Japan
he was out of sight and making with
all haste for the door of the Widow was accomplished by great and solemn
Moran. There, he never failed to re- rites, Marjorle Lntta Barstow writes
ceive some token of the generous In Asia. For months, sometimes for
woman's understanding of the great yars, the community had been conneed of dogs a bone or a doughnut tributing of its bronze and copper oror a slice of bread soaked In meat naments and precious possessions.
gravy and a warm, welcome from For many days before the casting
the boy above stairs. The boy ahtays there were prayers to determine the
had time to pet him and play with auspicious moment at which to begin,
him. He was never fooling the days and to put all spiritual beings and
away with an ax aud a suw In the cold ministers of grace in a propitious
wind.
Christmas admired his mast- mood. Pilgrims came from ell the
er's ability to pick- - up logs of wood surrounding country, for the Japanese
boy.
and henve them about and to make of long ago loved a pilgrimage as
"I ojm run, too. If I couldn't,
a greut deul of noise with an axe much as do their descendants today;
would look at me."
but, in cold wenther, all that was a and made of their act of piety an opThe more I look at you the more I bore to him. When he had been miss- portunity to enjoy a little festivity
think of Pauline. It's a long time since ing, Hiram JSIeukinsop found him, air anc see something of tho great world.
On the appointed day, men gathered
she went away," said the Shepherd. ways, on Bob Moran's bed.
May had returned with Its warm In their finest attire. Then the priests
"We must all proy for her."
"Not I," said the little pine bureau. sunlight. The robins had come back, appeared in ilch ecclesiastical bro"Do you see thut long scratch on my The blue martins had taken posses- cades and the workmen In robes beauside? She did It with a hatpin when sion of the bird house. The grass had tiful and sanctified. With prayer and
I belonged to her mother, and she used turned green on the garden bor- ceremony the work reached its climax.
to keep her dolls In my lower drawer." ders and was now sprinkled with the The great molds were prepared and
Mr. Bloggs assumed a look of great golden glow of dandelions. The leaves the flaming, molten mass, Into which
alertness, as If he spied the enemy. were coming but Pat Crowley was no had gone so many precious tilings,
"What's the use of worrying?" he longer at work In the garden. lie was to them what the dedication of a
bad fallen before the pestilence. Old cathedral was to the believers of the
quoted.
"You'd better He down and cover Bill Rutherford was working there. middle ages. Before their eyes and
someyourself up or you'll never live to see The Shepherd was at the open win- with their own
tier or the summer either," the clock dow every day, talking with him and thing Intangible and divine assumed
shape nnd tangibility. Many went
Jwatchlng and feeding the bird.
waried the Bbepheid.
no-bo-

was
the
the
and

arrested and marching toward
lockup while Mr. Blng went to
nearest drug store to be cleaned
scoured.

,

A few days later Hiram Blenklnsop
arrived In Blngville. Mr. Singlcym
met him on the street and saw to

his deep regret that Hiram had been
.
drinking. "
"I've tnade up my mind that re
llglon Is good for some folks, but It
won't do for me." said the latter.
"Why not?" the minister asked.
"I can't afford It."
"Have you found religion a luxury?" Mr. Singleton asked.
"It's grand while It lasts, but It's
like p'ison gettin over It," said
niram. "I feel kind o' ruined."
"You look It," said the minister,
with ' a glance at Hiram's silk hat
and soiled clothing. "A long spell
of sobriety Is hard on a man If he
quits It sudden. You've had your day
of trial, my friend. We all have
to
tried soon or late. People begin to say, 'At last he's come
around all right He's a good fellow.'
And the Lord says: 'Porhaps be'a
worthy of better things. I'll try him
and see.'
"TnaPs His way of pushing people
along, Hiram. He doesn't want them
to stand still. You've had your trial
and failed, but you mustn't give up,
When your fun turns Into sorrow, as
It will, come back to me and we'll
try again."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

COURTESAN OF LOWLY ORIGIN
Lady Hamilton Rose to Hlflh, If
Solely
Anomalous,
Position,
Through Her Great Beauty.
Lady

Hamilton,

who, during

the

latter part of the Eighteenth century,

was a world figure, and whose activities did much to change history, was
born of a blacksmith and a cook. The
time was to come when she was bedfellow with the queen of Naples, and
close friend to kings and princes, as
well as the wife of the British ambassador to Italy, and mistress of the
great Nelson, but It was as Emma
Lyon that she began her career of
mastering power and authority by her
woman's beauty and wiles.
While walking along the street at
the age of sixteen she saw an old
schoolfellow In the hands of a press
gang that was about to convey him
aboard a British ship bound for forced
service. She went to Captain Payne,
commander of the ship, and begged
Us release. The captain agreed on
a condition. The girl accepted It and
gave up" her honor to save her friend.
The captain, paid dearly for his act
shortly afterward, as the young ben
ty went about the town charging up
bills of enormous amounts, and he
was forced to settle.

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer." on Genuina

Take Aspirin only as told In eacb
package of genuine Bayer Tablets ot
Aspirin. Then you will be following:
the directions and dosage worked out
by physicians during 21 years, and
proved safe by millions. Take no
chances with substitutes. If yon see
the Bayer Cross on tablets, yon can
take them without fear for Colds,
Rheumatism,
Headache, Neuralgia,
Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and
for Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve?
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture ot
Monoacetlcacldester ot Sallcyllcacld. i
Love yourself

last
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Important to, all Women
Readers of this Pa
Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
uspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to
elM but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organ
to become diseased.
You may suffer pIn in the back, headache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.
But hundreds of womeu claim that Dr.
Swamp-RooKilmer's
by
restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such
t,

condition.

Many send for a sample bottle to tee
Swamp-Roo- t,
the great kidney,
liver and bladder medicine, will do for
them. By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Ob., Binghamton, N. Y., yo
may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
Post. You can purchase medium and
large atze bottles at all drug stores. Adv.
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When right, be firm.

"
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The "Pie Calendar."
would easily remember
the months of the year If they would
study them In the "pie calendar" that
the Chicago Dally News has prepared
and that celebrates the kind of pie
most appropriate to each month.
There is no such generarigreement
about pies as there Is about flowers or
birth stones, but the following list will
probably commend Itself to the judgment of most Inhabitants of the pie

-
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Schoolboys

50good cigarettes
for 10 c from

one sack of

GENUINE

belt:

January, cranberry; February, apple; March, rhubarb; April, raisin;
May, strawberry; June, peach; July,
cherry; August, gooseberry; September, blueberry; October, currant; November, pumpkin ; December, mince.
Youth's Companion.

DURHAM
TODACCO

away to become heroes in their villages because they had participated
In the making of the great bell, which
became more precious and mysterious
as time went on, and they passed on Neatly done
finest workmanship. Also
to their children's children, even down your Old Clothe
Cleaned and Pressed
to this day, the souvenirs of the occato look like new. Wrap in paper, send
sion, inscribed with prayers by the parcel post; we do the rest promptly.
presiding priests.
420 NORTH

Oklahoma Directory

Accordion Pleating
k-

The Klsa In Ancient Folklore.
A story of Alexander the Great and
a kiss forms ond of the most thrilling
bits of history. An enemy of the king's
invented a novel plot to cause Alexander's death. He discovered a beautiful
young girl, who, like Rappacinl's
daughter In Hawthorne's story, had
been brought up on deadly poison, and
every one who came near her was
killed by her deadly atmosphere. Shs
was sent to the king's palace with ln
structlons to do what would be called
"vamping" today. Alexander saw and
admired her extravagantly, but the
shrewd Aristotle suspected treachery.
Before he allowed the gb.i to approach
tho throne he sent for a criminal who
had been sentenced to death, and Instructed him to kiss the girl in the
presence of the king. He fell dead
on the ground, like one struck by light-nlng.

The same story appears In folklore
of India, and the early Christian
monks made great use of It In their
sermons, personifying the Christian
as Alexander, conscience as Aristotle,
sin as the venomous girl, and the weak
sinner as the criminal who waa

-
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CITY

PLEATING

Aocordlon, Box, Knife, Etc
Covered Button and Hemstitching.
Style Book Free. Write Today.
WICIOTA PLEATING A BUTTON CO.
t20V4 Kast Dawlaa Ave.
Wichita, Kan.

DEAD SHOT
Utectkide

Fids your premises ol
lies. Mosquitoes, Fleas.
Bed Buns, Moths, Po
tato Bugs. Cabbage
Worms. Plant Ljr.a.

For sale br all Urornru autl
DrUfllilU In 10c. JLwv biiam.ua II ilUlaji
Cv. Okkkcu City. CUa.

If DwJ Saot CUiul

MX

Conkey's Pratt's V Hess
Poultry and Pet Remedies
and Feed.

Seeds, plants, bulbs, etc.

MU yon orders eaelotinf Money Order or draft.
We tea sappl; sarthial rea weal promstlr.

PIONEER SEED STORE
M W. California. Oklahoma

IBM A

IX

City, Okla.

WHOLESALE
AND MANC7FAC
TVK1NO houee luoaled la Oklahoma cur
deelree an active, tinbltluua buelnsaa man
at soo weekly salary, lnveeimei.t tt.too re.
ulred. Add. V. a. Bos
, fjklajjoina Cuy.

THE KENNA PECORD

English Tough,
Indians Tender
Cannibals Tell English Explorer whose women are described as "the
fattest things ever seen,'' while the
of Their Preference in Choice
men are thin, very atliletlc and often

well .over six feet In height Ona of
the cannibals stated In evidence that
"Englishmen were very tough, but Indians nice and tender."
AFRICA
IN
EAST
TRAVELS
The crown of the expedition was
six weeks spent with the king of Bun.
yoro. He has become a .Christian and
Aside From Learning the Dietary rfab-I- so fejj tt possible to give .Mr. Roscoe
of the Natives He Discovert
all his fetiches, an entirely priceless
Many New Herb, Some of
collection, which throws quite new
light on ceremonies going back to
Which Cure Malaria.

of Food

'

2000 B. C.

He also organized a pngeant of
some 4,000 years of ceremonial, such
a thing as no man ever saw before.
themselves
of natives
Tliousnnd
came to see It a sort of grand finale
to ages of accumulated superstition.

London. A remarkable East African Journey of exploration lias Just
been completed by the Rev. John Roscoe of Thetford, Norfolk, who describes his experiences to a London
Unlly Mall representative.
He has brought back curious knowl-dg- e
and curious concrete things beyond even his own dreams. The
things include fifty or so varieties of
herhs some of which seemed to effect miraculous cures of malaria and
ven the worst diseases many native poisons, vast cases of fetiches,
Implements and Instruments going
hack to 2000 B. C, and photographs
Innumerable of strange and grim ceresome cannibalistic
many
monies
iulte unknown hitherto.
The knowledge of ritual and custom Is a yet stranger store. Mr. Roscoe, one of our greatest ethnologists,
went out for the Royal " society and
the expedition was most generously
financed by Sir Feter McKie, to whom
loth science and humanity owe great

gratitude.

Since the king Is also high priest an
the great repository of tradition, he
could give away the Inmost mysteries
and did: How to bring rain Is a
miracle that Mr. Roscoe achieved In
a forest holy of holies and received
native thanks ; how to promote all
sorts of prosperity especially plenty
of salt and how to exorcise evil.
By his knowledge of .local language
and earlier visits Mr. Roscoe who
was all alone, penetrated many present beliefs and customs that have
balked our rulers and our .missionaries. For example. In one tribe girls
are betrothed at birth and . married
at twelve or fourteen. If they are
unfaithful before marriage they are
killed.
In the next tribe girls may do as
they will until after marriage. Many
most elaborate laws of marriage, of
morality, of divorce and of land tenure have been revealed In the course
of the Journey.
The discoveries Tnclude valuable
commercial news, Including an unknown graphite mine 'of high quality.
Mr. Roscoe says he has material for
five years' work at six hours a day.

Home Building
s ncreasing
Movement all Over the Country
Is Rapidly Attaining Large

Proportions.
INDICATES

HABITS

OF THRIFT

Many Evils Both Economic and Social
Are Resulting From the Over-

.

Tribes Who Live on Milk.
Mr. Roscoe, who is in his sixtieth
year, traveled many thousand miles
In the Interior on foot and of all machines by bicycle, using native paths.
He found tr'bes who lived wholly on
milk and nothing else whatever, unless
a cow died, and after feeding on that
fast was Imposed.
a
So vast are their cattle herds that
a king regarded 20,000 as a small
flock. Another tribe lived wholly on
bamboo tips and moles! In another
the relatives always ate the dead,
even If they died of smallpox; but
these folk, which Is hardly surprising,
nere less healthy than the others,

crowded Conditions, Particularly
In Larger Cities.
Washington It Is a matter of img
portance that the scope of
operations In this country Is attaining large proportions. Statistics show
a steady gain In this department of
the building Industry and Indications
are at present that, as the spring and
summer advance, there will be' still
greater activities of this nature.
Effects of Home Ownership.
Home ownership not only encourages
saving, bat It has a pronounced stabilizing effect on the character, habits and
home-bulld-ln-

Golfer Harding Pays His Quarter

mental processes of the owner. To
him particularly might be applied the
words of Theodore Roosevelt, who
said: "The habit of saving money
while It stiffens the Will also brightens
the energies. If you would be sure
that you are beginning right, begin
to save."
Much has been said and written
about the housing shortage in this
country and the menace which has
thus been fostered. Many evils both
economic and social are resulting from
the overcrowded conditions, particular
ly In the larger cities of the country.
Many people are compelled to find
existence in quarters which represent
a step backward in their standard of living. This Is contrary to the
fundamentals of human nature, for
mankind has always Insisted upon progressing toward better living standards.
Nation of Contented People.
Present conditions therefore are continually encouraging unrest. ' In the
congested districts of the large Ameri-lea- n
cities these conditions are also
conducive to the spread of disease.
It Is said that tuberculosis Is 'making
rapid Inroads among those who live
In these quarters.
g
The present
and
movement, therefore, represents many Important phases. The development of thrift practices Is not the
leost of the benefit which Is sure to
result.
A nation of home owners Is a nation
of happy hearts and contented minds.
People who work and save and live In
homes of their own constitute a solid
rock upon which the structure of any
nation may stand with security.
They are practicing thrift of the
most substantial kind. They are presenting to' their children a most
tangible and beautiful lesson on the
sound benefits of thrift practice.
Every encourageiuenf, should be
given to the development of the
g
present home ownership and
movement.
Its continued
progress will mean much toward
fostering of a better national life.
home-buildin- g

Sure

THREE YEAR OLD
WASHED ASHORE
Mrs. Dingman Tells of Adventure
of Childhood When Father's
Ship Was Wrecked.
RELATES

LATER

Relief

tracts

6

"I've had some remarkable experiences In my life, but none more wonderful than the way Tanlac overcame
my troubles and made me gain twenty pounds," was the statement of Mrs.
Christina K. Dingman, 1216 Alice St.,
Oakland, Calif. One of the experiences
to which Mrs. Dingman refers Is well
known to her friends. When a child
of three years, accompanying her father, a noted sea captain, on an ocean
trip, the vessel was wrecked, but she
was almost miraculously saved, the
small box Into which she was put being washed ashore. According to her
statement, Mrs. Dli.man enjoyed the
best of health until three years ago
when she began to suffer from a bod
form of stomach trouble and later
from rheumatism. How she was completely restored to health Is best told
In her own words:
"Nobody knows how I suffered for
the past three years. No matter how
carefully I ate I would endure agonies afterwards from smothering and
sinking spells. Sonfetimes they were
so severe I would fall to the floor and
would have to be carried to bed. I
went for days nt a time without eating, as I dreaded the misery I knew
would follow, no matter what I ate.
Then rheumatism set In and my shoulders and arms hurt me so I couldn't
comb my hair. My back felt like It
was breaking In two.
"I was almost In the depths of despair when I began on Tanlac, but this
grand medicine has made me a well
and happy woman. I'm not even troubled with constipation now, thanks to
the Laxative Tablets, which are far
superior to anything of the kind I ever
tried. It seems almost too good to
be true, but here I am In the best of
health and spirits after I had given
up hope, and I'll always praise Tanlac
for It."
Tanlac Is sold by loading druggists
everywhere. Advertisement.

INDIGESTION
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FOR INDIGESTION

Dead Shot Roach and Ant Powder
Kills

Hit. W

DJ

Slnt OmIcU

Roaohes md
Ants bj Contact
For salt by all
Groceri and Drur
jists In SSo, BOcand
1 1.00 sizes.
OIUWm City. OkU.

jtr
well groomed
is an attractive
sight.

Red
Cross
Ball
Blue
if used in

the

1

laun-

dry will
cX.)

give that

titan, uaiuiy
appearance that everyone
admires. All good grocers
sell it; 5 cents a package.

Renew your health
by purifying your
system with

A Vegetarian.
Manager Now, before I hire you
I'm going to tell you that In some
of the small towns you may be showered with vegetables.
Actor Don't make any difference
to me; I'm a vegetarian.

Quick and delightful relief for biliousness, colds,
constipation, headaches,
and stomach, liver and
blood troubles.
The genuine are sold
only in 35c packages.
Avoid imitations.

Gatarrh

Catarrh

Is
local disease greatly Influby
constitutional
conditions.
enced
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is a
cleansing
By
Tonic and Blood Purifier.
the blood nnd building up the System,
HAL.IV8 CATARRH MEDICINE restores
normal conditions and allows Nature to
do its work.
Circulars free.
All Druggists.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
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MAMMOTH JACKS
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More

oil has run to waste In the

United States than ever reached the
relineries.

Typhus Sweeps Soviet Russia.
York. More than 8,000,000
cases of typhus have been reported In
soviet Russia, with a mortality as high
as 50 per cent In some communities,
for a game of golf, but It was said a report by Dr. Henry Plots of
around Washington. He was this city, head of a Jewish medical
near municipal links, and the unit operating In Poland, Just made
his ground fee to the keeper public by the American Jewish relief
committee.
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bargain for yon, come quick.
XOW'H JACK FAKAX
Kapldft, Iowa
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Fresldent Harding, the other day was eager
too lute to motor to any of the suburban clubs
reminded that for 25 cents he could pluy on the
Idea appealed to him. He Is seen here paying
of the public course.

i"

PRETTY GIRL IS THIEF
ld

So she cast her prettiest glunces at
Miss Pleads Guilty Samuel
Danvo, and he followed her
to Robbery.
into a doorway. Then he was robbed

Betrayed by Married Man Who Used
Her as Bait to Secure Victims to Rob.
The "most beautiful and
Innocent looking girl" that the police
remember ever having arrested Is
weeping for her mother in the Tombs.
She is Kotherlne Zoebleln, seventeen. She pleads guilty to the charge
egalnsT her. The charge is robbery,
find It Is the second offciute.
She was arrested when her whereabouts was disclosed by the married
man who used her as a bait to secure
victims to rob.
She still believes In him.
"I did not wont to do wrong," she
pleads, "but 1 was hungry and he
wag hungry, too, and we" hud no
'
money."
New York.

.
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Hot water
Sure Relief
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EXPERIENCE

Declares That the Way Tanlao Restored Her Health Is More Remarkable Than Anything She
Has Ever Had Happen
to Her.
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Men pinched my cheeks and called me
'sweetie' and Invited me out to lunch
so much that my father made me leave

the work."

May Smell but Not Taste.
Louisville, Ky. Jury service in proof his Jewelry and money ?G.
hibition cases has lost Its popularity,
Her sweetheart, Michael J. Egle, becuuse Instead of tasting liquor to
was taken by the police.
lie told on see if Its the real stuff, they uow are
her and they found her; and now
merely permitted to have a smell.
She is weeping in the Tombs for her Judge Evans held Jurors were not exmother.
pert Judges of liquors.
"When I was fourteen," she said, "I
went to a theater one afternoon with
Witch' Doctors Steal Body.
a man much older thau myself. He
Johannesburg. Two native witch
couxed me away from school to the doctors have Just been sentenced to
movies.
He persuaded me to stay out prison for 18 mouths each after they
until It was ten o'clock at night and 1 pleaded guilty to a charge of stealing
was afraid to go home.
the body of a European woman from
"For three months I was Just like a grave on the Swaziland border to
a prisoner.
Then I got out und went make charms.
home and told my mother all that had
happened.
Find Tooth of Wild Horse.
"So now they say this Is my secLos Angeles, Cal. A tooth of a wild
ond offense."
horse, measuring four Inches tong, one
And then she told of other trials and a half Inches thick and having
eight rings, indicating the animal's
that beset a pretty girl.
VI have always been told that 1 age, is the latest discovery of excava1 ones ran an elevator. tors In the lime pits at Torrence.
was pretty.
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10 cigarettes for 10 cts
Handy and convenient; try
them. Dealers now carry
' both sizes : 10 for 10 cts ;
20 for 20 cts.
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The Kenna Record
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Entered February Ith 1907 at the Kennit,
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Subscription $1.00 Per Year In IS
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rCBLICATIOJI.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
May 22, 1911.
Notice it baroby given that Oliver E.
o( Jenkins, N.M. who, on April
John.-o16, 190, made acid H.E No. 0471 18 (or
Lots 3, 4l SNW.V, SVV V, Pec 3, Twp
RD35-E- , N. M. P. Meridian, ha
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the laud above described, before Win.
H. P.lauchard, U. S. Commissioner, at
Jenkins, N. M. on the 2i, day of June

April 30, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that James C.
Mabry. of Portales, N. M., who, on
May 15, 1919, made orig., H. E. No.
O45327, for S;tSec. 33, and on Dec,
27, 1920, made add., 1L E. 045328, for
Section 33, E'AXV'i, Setion
.
N. M.
Township
Range
P.
has filed notice of
Meridian,
three year
intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the
and above described, before Alvin C.
Whits, I'. S. Commissioner, at NW'V,
,
R.
N.M. on the 15
Sec. 10T.
day of June 1921.

n,

g--

6--

illiam E. Bonds, son,
Jake E. Hebiscn,
V
all of Jenkins, N. M.
n2? n
M.
Emmett Patton, Register.
I

3i-E-

J.
t

Whit Hobimon these of Kenna.
I'lm.r T Hi, I ,.f P.K.rrwl- M
mi3 jio
Emmett Patton. Register.
-

Notice for Publication
Notice a
N. M, May
hereby given that Vernon H. Bynuin,
of Clevis, X. M. who on Fe'iy,, ,
H. E. No. 016127, for
1919, made
S j X E V , SEX N W V , S E V , EM S W V .
Sec. 3, NEV, E.SWX, SU'XNWX,
N.M. P.
Sei, 10, Twp. 4 S Range 2,-Meridian hat filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore Alvin C. White, U. S. Cominis-ioueat Kenna. N.M. on the 2 day
of July 1921.
Claimant names at witnesses:
Henry T. Joius, Mittie Jones, these
of Olive, N. M. Ralph H. Maupin, of
Canton, N. M. Johs E. Bynum, of
ol Ooodlet, Texa.
m27 n
W. R- - McGill. Register.
,

ii)2r.

E

r,

otI'e for Publication.
of the Interior, U. 3
Ltu4 Otflee at Tort Suianer, N. M,
April 27, t92r.
Notice is hereby given that Minnie
L. Graham, of Elida, N. fc who, on
April 16, 1921, made add Hd. E. No
01941)9, for S , Section 32, Township
M
Range
N.
29-P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described before Alvin C. White, L'. S. Commissioner, at Kemia, N. M. on the 8, day of
June 9? 1.
Claimant namea as witnesses:
George P.ay, Thomaa A. Tillinghaat,
John W. Anthony, John G. Graham,
all of Elida, N. M.
W. R. McGill. Reister.
s--

E.

g--

PORTALES
ABSTRACT CO.

0
Notice for l'ul.lieutlon.

Department of the interior U.S. Land Mrs. Maud
Office, Kort Sumtt-r- ,
Now Mexico,
Portale3, New Mexico.
May 17, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that John E.
Bynum, of Goodlet, Texas, who, on PJF- Dec. 21, ij:8, made Hd. E. No. 016126,
XV

Smith, Pres.

KXEX, SWtfNEtf,
;i, Sec.i2,
,

SWXSE-f-

Dr. A. J. Evans,

n,

4--

Obstetrics

.c

a to

r

;

i
n

Flut

Specialty

A

Roswell,

of the Interior,

Department

Patronize Home
:lndustry
.

ft

3--

1

M.

N.

Kolico for rubllcntlon.
Dcpnrtmcnt of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Hoswell, N. M.
April, 30
Notice is hereby given that Mary Bell
M. who,
N.
Morris, of
Elida,
on August 9, 19171 made Hd. E. Noi
for Nji, Sec 14, Township
Range 33-Ni M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Alvin
C. White, U. S. Commissioner, at
Kenna, N. M. on the 15 day of June

iji.

7-- 8

04.-.90-

1921.

Claimant names as wltneiMi:
s'
P. Smith,
M. Pyle,
Byron H. Howard, William H. Morris,
all of Elida, N. M.
11115 jio
Emmett Patron, Register.

John
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As He Slumbers
Jlis Sidway Snug&les Him Safe
From Wind and Weather
tt,
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Try a Sack Todcy.
U GUARANTEED
If Not Satisfied, Bring it Dack and
Get Your MONEY.
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L.ncd Office at flort Sumner, N. M..
Notice is
May 16, I9'2i.
Cothern,
D.
Thomas
given
that
hereby
of Kenna, N. M , who, on May 15, 1918,
made 11. E. No. oifoi5. for NWV,
Section
4,
Scctioa
3,
Range
NE, .Section 9, Twp.
2g E, N. M. P. Meridian, Las filed notice
of intention to make filial three yeat
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Alvin 1. White,
J. 3. Commissioner at Kenna, N. M. on
the 4 J day of June 1921
. Claimant names as witnesses:
Charles I. Kinard. Manford Elltins,
Einaiinal Elkins, Walter Jl. Bradley,
11120 j 7
Llula, N. M.
all
W. R. McGill, Register.

Door South of PoU Off.ct,

a

Why pay freight on flour. The Roswell
MillinCo., is making the beat prade of patent
FLOUR from Pecos Valley wheat. Keep your
money at hon.e. What is the Fense in helping
Kansas farmers toward prospirty when a pood
FLOUR is made here at home?

i

V

Olfe.

1J

8

Co,

Jouce-Pru- it

Magee, of Elida, N, M., who, on May
1918,
H. E. No. oiHtj4 for
.Sec. 8, SW'f, Sec. 9, NEV,
Sccrion 17, Twp 4 S, Raiii.e 29 E. N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention tt make final three year proof, to
estalish claim to the land above described, before H. A. Roberts, I'. S.
Commissioner, in his office at Elrda,
N. M. on the 28, day of Juiu 1921.

at,

four-in-han-

5

n

inch Domestic for SI.

36

Notice for Publication

Department of tho Interior
1". S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,
N. M May 24, i)2r.
Notice is hereby given that W i le L.

1

w

and ask to include with every order,

10 yards

Claimant names lb witnesses:
Notice for Publication.
Guy LT. Davis, James E. Wall in,
Department of the Interior
Charles E. McClellan, Dorthy Magee
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
all of Elida, N. M.
,
m27 j'24
May 23, 1921.
W. R. McGill. Register.
Notice is hereby given that Charles A.
Beardsley, of Caproik, N. M. who, en
Nov., 17, 1917, made oiig II. E, N( .
You should see the new suits,
042172, for H;iS'A, Sec 24, SE'4,
d
Section 23, and who on November hats, caps, dress shirts,
made add H.E. '45994, for
19, 1919,
ties, hosiery and linoleutrs
Range 32 E. at The Case Bargain
N,li, Sec 27, Twp.
Store,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
M.
of intention to miks final three year Elida; N.
proof, to estalbish claim to the land
H-4't
.
above described.before Win. R. Blanch-ard- ,
U. S. Commissi n r, at Jenkins,
N. M. ou tho to dav of June iqzi.
Claimant linings as wltnosnes:
John C. Henderson, Elir.er C. Mill,
o
these of Caprock, N M. Eugene li.
Boyd, Major A. JtlHS. tlcse of
Will Appreciate a share
11127
Jenkiis. N. M.
4
of your Abstract business.
Emmett Patton. Register.

& Stf NWX, ?e3 it, Twp.
N. M. P. Meiid-iaRange 27-has hied notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Alvin C. Whi, U. S. Commissioner, at Keuna, N. M. on the
2 day of July 1921.
CleJmant ntmti at wltnetset:
S0T1CE FOB FUUMCAXIOIT.
Henry T. Jones, Mattie Jones, thete
Department of tho Interior
of Olive N. M. Vernon H. Bynum,
U. 8. Land Office at Roswell, N. M. of Clovis, N.M. Ralph H. Maupin,

4n9j&

i

McGill,
Rcgistei

J--

LertoaBt

49

m27 J24

W. R.

t

.

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,
1

af Canton. N. M.

3?-E-

rgat.
Claimant names as w'tnesaes:
CUtiMat naeaes at witnesses:
J. Fletih;r Wilson. Wa'ter W. Chaney Joseph K. Melius, Wesley W. Wilkin
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Room
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New Mexico.

G. W. Zi3K,
JEWELER.

M. W.

Hodgas

Gdison & Victor

Dr. Chas.A Staehlin
Optemetrial

and Optician
EVE GLASSES THAT SATISFV.

Roswell, New Mexico.
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The mighty epic of the screen
Thrilling beyond words
Beautiful oeyond description
Two years to reduce cost over two million.

with POLA NEGRI
the famous international star
cast of 5000

French millir.ei whom

I'ti'Ml.fhMtf'i'ltfMM'.M.HiMif'ifiiMitM

Come to see

and

this wcndeiful attraction
avoid regrets

I'rh'e for
Children 25?
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Adults 55'
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E R. Ball was here Monday
from Fluvanna, Texas, .making
proof on his homestead southeast of town.

"Pas-ion- "

Tomato
Sweet Potato
Chili Pepper

-

mttS

SRserEKceastzaBussa

nrvrvcncrwioraxa

Bide Thomas and W. R.

W3n

Cabbage

V

GAMEL'S

Celery

I

X

M. W. Hodges, has been up
from Roswell, the most of the
week with a surveying crew
running out the lines of hi3 ranch
which adjoins the town on the

:b

Kimmcns
this week from
Portales, where she attended
High School the past term. She
was accompanied by Miss Lora
Chavers.

Miss Nonnie
returned home

Fee-Skllman- Co.

Roswell, N. M.

Wednesday from a few weeks
visit with' his father and mother
at Graham, Texas.
Jake Atkinson, C. C. and
M. M. Pyle were in town Mon
day from their homes near

Cash Baroaln Store
having recently received factory shipments bought at the
latest declines with other shipments in transit expected
to arrive soon, can now offer better values than for two
years past, in suits for men and boys, dress pants hats,
caps, dress shirts, ties, oxfords for men and boys, hosiery,
white goods, staple dry goods, mattrcsse3, linoleums and
many other goods.
You will need goods befcre the Chau.tr.uqua: Call 'in
and get our prices and let the saving on your purchase
pay for your season ticket.
During the five days chautauqua which commences the
26th. we will have tome special prices of which the following are samples.
1 Coz large oranges
10 lb. bucket ext honey 1.75
.do
1 doz 50 o oranges
AO
''Gal bucket black berries .80
'
No 3 galv., tubs
Large box oats
.25
$1.00
When here at the chautauqua you are specialy invited to
come in and rest and make our store your head quarters.
We are in the market for Grain, Eggs and Poultry.
Yours for Business,

made into

Olney,

and

f lan d

qrricEiipRACTice
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SPECIALTY.

ROSWELL,!

i'1i

Wi

N. fil.
X

"Si

.

Walter

I

visited

his

this week.

Fourth

Mrs. P. A. Hopkins was in
town shoping one day this week.
Mrs. T. O. Elrod returned

to

Portales, this week after spend
in? rome time here visiting her
daughter Mrs. Price Crume.
Miss Juanita Sims is expected
home today from Plainview, Tex'
as, where she has been attend'
;ingWayland Eapdst College.
II. B. Wagoner

left the latter

of last wok to visit his
baby at Cisco, Texas,

narfc
'

AND

-Roswbll,

Mail Orders Solicited

fJiosutell ifteaiity Siat
Vllrs. X,
ii, 'Jcrter, 9np.

Phone 69

1

n,

West Third Street
Allison Buildirg.

115

-- Hello-Bill-

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Apiil, 30, iy2i.
Notice is hereby given that William
F. Bennett, of Elida, N. M. who, ea

Go

filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof to establish claim to

Aug. 14, 1916, made add H E, No.
035285, for SE,V, Sec. 2. Towaship

to Mahorey.
West 4th. St.,
Roswell. New Mex.

Send your films
117-- 119

N.

M

to

Dad Shermans

X

Wokr Mbatlv Done,
103 Yjrust

Simpson

J family in Ciovis,

HATTERS
0-

Articles

Ifetlce for rubncatlon.
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office, at Roswell. K. If,
Apr. 3d, i92f.
Notice is hereby given Uiat Jr?ne G.
Ciilbert. of Jenkins, N. M. who,
n
July 16, ) r S . mada add Hd. E. N.
o.if)8, for N,!iNW'4, Sec S, N E V
NE V. Sec 7, SE.V. NEYSW.V, Sec 0,
Kan);e
Ta p
N. M. P. Meri-diahas filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish
rlaim to the land above described,
befcre' Willi.xin R. Hlanchard, U. S.
Commissioner at Jenkins, N. M. on the
15 day of June ujzt.
Clu aant names as witnesses:
George W. Watson, Virgil A. Maul-diLawrence N. Waldrop, Lawrence-A. Gray, all t: Jenkins, N. M. mi3ji0
Emmett Patton, Register.

Range

0

'

Hair Ooods & Hair Nets
Marfnello Toilet

4

HIGH ART TAILORING
TAILORS

Ear Puffs

111.

I

CLEANEIiS,

i

Emmett Patton. Register.

Switches, Bobs

-

New Mexico.

(2

New Mexico.

Notion for rulillcntlon.

Wanted to
ai in
ail lu
hear from owner of- a farm or
gcod land for sale for fall delivery.
L. Jone3, Box 551,

5. F. Myle c
DAVID L.'CEYEH

I

,
N. M. on t lie 15 day of Jur i 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Good, Willie A. l"i v, William II. Cooper, Harvey Y.. White, all
ot Kenna. N. M.
11113 ji8

tv

A'

1

Elida,

- -

Want Your Trade

Hair Combings

Mae

Otta Farmer returned home

-

-

wecr
For Women

Ready-t- o

3t-E-

north.

410 N. Main St.

-

Roswell

Dodrill Tire Company does
Guaranteed Vulcanizing and Re- treading. Satisfactitn Guaran
' Roswell. N. M.
teed.

Pepper:

Bell

l

ar

week;

b- -

i

Ran-do-

Ro3wel!, N. M

When you are in Roswell call and see a Shop
where have a HOME like feeling and at once
realize the Style and value to our High Grade
Ready-to-weat Popular Peices.
,

have leased the Powell Bros.
Garage and took active management of same the first of the

ri

r- -r

LAIN

8 o'clock.

W., 3rd., St.

Is easy and pratical when you have
the opportunity to spend your Money
where it is appreciated and an effort
made to Satisfy the demands of the
Public with Service and Value.

Mrs. Jake Anthony was down
from Elida, the first of the week
visiting hor daughter, Mrs. Fred
Steig.
E. E. Lee was taktfn to the
hospital at Ciovis, Wednesday
where Dr. Miller operated on
him for appendcitis yesterday
morning. He was resting nicely
late yesterday afternoon.

the world came to know
as Medme DuBarry

i-

Satisfactory Shoping!

this week.

The greatest film in uve years
husjh - coliosal beautiful - powerful
iMiMil'if'tlM't

119

J. N. S. Webb attended the
quarterly conference at Elkins,

The intimate
romance of the Little

EJNERY

Mrs. B. Lynch,

ment exercises of the Roswell
IligJ; School last Friday.
Misses Beulah Fry, Frances
Uoweli and Josie Good returned
home the latter part of last and
the first part of this week from
Roswell, where they "attended
school the past term.

"PASSIOiM"

Style-Sho- p

Every woman, no matter how critical her taste,
Will he able-t-o
select from cur showing a
HAT at any season at a decided SAVING.

lift West 4th. St.,

Roswell. N. M.
Mrs. Frank Good and daughters, Dorothy and Mrs. Lee
Crosby and Mr, and Mrs. Ben
Good atlended the commence-

Monday. Kay" 80th.

This pictnre has broken
all New York theater
attendance records in
the history of'stsge or
screen and is doing
likewise from coast to
coast wherever shown

EXCLUSIVE

Mahoney Studio,

)",ltlt,fit().(ltIMi(iti(ttllllk('U,W'l(llw'it'ti'UMt

find a

The Roswell

Koiak finishing. The most
sath factory. mail order service in
the southwest.

Roswell's Leading Motion Picture Theater

Presenting for Thre,e

RECORD

N A

To get something to
EAT. MEALS Now

50 Cents

So Kwitcherkikkin.

33

E. N.M.P. Meridian, has

the land above described, before II.
A. Robeits, I'. S. Commissioner, at
Elida, n. M. on the 15 day of June
1921.

Claimant names as witnesses:
John P. Smith, Walter D. Smith,
Abb L. French, Loman L. Peach, all
of Elida, N. M.
11113 jiO
Er.imett Patton. Register.

NOTIcFWirpCBLICiTlOS.
Department of the Interior

U. S. I.pn
fiice at Fort Sumner, N.
M. April 27, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that John G.
Graham, of Elida, N. M. who, on April
id, i'j?F, made add II. E. No. 019528,
for
S)i, Section 33, Township
Kotlre for PuMiratloil.
M. P.
Range 29-N.
Meridian,
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M has filed notice of intention to make
Notice is hereby final three year proof, to establish claim
Aril 30, I92i.
given that Stanley C. March, of Ft. to the'iand abovad described, hefora
Scott, Kansas, who on July 17, 1916, Alvin C. White, U. S. CommissioD.
made add H.E. So 035120, for NWV, er, at Kenna, N. M. cn the 8 day of
Range 30 E. N. M. P. June 1921.
Sec. i5,Twp.
1

Kenna Hotel.

6--

Meridian, has file'd notice of intention . Claimant names as vttarasea:
George Ray, Thomas A. Tillinghant,
tomake final three year proof , to establish claim to the laud abova dose ri bed John W. Anthony, Minnie L. Craliaru,
m6 J3
before Alvin C. White, U.S. Commis all of Elida, N. M.
Register.
K.
W. H.
sioner, at NV,V, Sec. Ten T.
6--

M.-Gi-

THE KEN

WSNSfenltIlandV.r25lttl
Fed!! Land at $15 to $33

in text
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THE TRIAL S OF"

IMPROVED
ROADS

1

and hat brought contentment andnappinm to thou-an- d
of home aerkria and their families who hire
ruled on her FREE homestead or botisht land at
attractive price. They have established their own
borne and aecured prosperity and independence
arctiona oi the prairie
In the great
province there ia atiU to be bad on easy terms

N A

Tendency Toward Devoting Increased
Portion of Motor Vehicles Tax
to Highway.

Hew

pr
ffiv Va

have raised
in Western
season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
and
schools, rural telephone, excellent market
shipping f acilitir. The climate and soil offer
Inducements lor aimosi every onuui us
agriculture. The advantages for

Dairying;, Mixed Farming

and Stock Raiding

make a tremendous appeal to industrious settlers wishing to improve their circumstance.
For Hlpri rated HtefUns. mar, rtewrlptfon of farm
opportunities In Manitoba, bsskatehewan, Albarta
and Britiab CalumlH,

m

rdiKd nilsaf rata.

r. h. FEwrrr

2012 Mala St., Kansas City, Mo.
Airthorhtaa At aak DM, ef Immltratton
mm4 Colsnlaatton. Dominion
ol Can

Not Spring Fever
But Malaria

It ChillTonic

CAUSES THAT LAZY
TIRED FEELING.

AND RESTORES STRENGTH. TRY IT.
INio sold by your druagiH,
Peter A Co., Lonitvilla, Ky.

WARDS

OFF MALARIA

writa-Arthn-

30 to 50
S AV Fa-- D
i

P'king aRd Heating Supplies
at wnoiesaie r rices
everybody.
We sell to
Ask for our Big catalogue

Sent free.

Independent Plumbing and Heating Supply Co., 1 125 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo,
KNEW THE WORD OF COMMAND

LACKING IN WILLIE'S MAKEUP

I

Old Lady Quick to Recopnlze Phrase
That She Had Heard Used
by Her Willie.

Really Not Small Boy's Fault That He
Was Unable to Comply With
Mother's Advice.

Military terminology has afllxed
to our language. Kecent advertisements of a new dictionary use such
phrases as "cheerio," "how's your morale?" and "the zero hour." And only
Inst week the papers spoke of a "barrage of coughing," which drowned out
a lecture speaker In Brooklyn.
Iu City Hull park last Wednesday
another instance was noted. A young
man halted at a newsstand. "Times,"
said he. Then, as the "newsle" an
old woman of sixty stooped to get It,
"As you were! World 1"
The old woman, as she handed li'rn
the paper, clicked her heels together
and dtllvered a perfect hand salute."
"My Willie was in the army too,"
6he explained. New York World.

Senator McCumber, chairman of the
senate finance committee, was discuss
ing those exposures of terrific profitpa
eering on the part of dollar-a-yea- r
triots.
"We must not be too hard on these
misguided men," he said with a wink,
"They occupied positions of great
temptation, you know. It Is easier to
sermonize about temptation than to re
sist it.
"These weak, culpable und yet
men' remind me of little Wil

lf

lie.

"Little Willie stole a quarter one
day out of his mother's pocketboote,
His mother detected the theft uiitl
trounced him severely. Then she
preached him a long sermon conclud

with:
" 'It's all a matter of resisting

Ing

Acting the Part.
Smith visited his friend Jones, the
playwright, and observed with regret
that Jones treated his wife shamefully.
So he said to Jones:
"Why do you talk so roughly to your
wife?"
"I hate doing It, but I'm obliged to,"
returned Jones.
"How are you obliged to?"
"You see, I am wrlttng a tragedy
and I have to keep myself In a proper frame of mind. You should see
how I fluff with her when I'm writing comedy I" Houston l'ost.

temptation. Always, always turn
ear to temptation, son.'
"Little Willie stopped his sobbing
long enough to say:
" 'But, mom, I ain't got no deaf ear.' "

Bey

teed

Pinkhani's

E.

fta

and

Overcoma

fcj

Ccnipcsind

VvJliVa

(Prepared

by the United States Depart
ment oi Agriculture)
For a number of years the general

tendency toward devoting an
portion of the motor-vehicl- e
revenues to road work under the
control and direct supervision of the
state highway departments has been
very noticeable. Trior to 1012 only a
very small portion of the motor-vehicl- e
registration
was devoted to this
purpose., In 1020, 70 per cent of the
revenue, or $77,531,582,57, was applied
to road work under the direct supervision of the state highway departments, and In addition $20,405,573.04
was applied to road work by counties
or other local supervision, but with
little or no direct supervision from
the
x
state highway departments.
In most states the motor-vehicl- e
revenues ure devoted to maintenance
and repair of the state roads or other
Improved highways.
These states
seem to have solved fairly well the
difficult problem of securing funds
for the maintenance of the more Important roads under the
As both the
traffic requirements.
traffic and the revenues Increase with
the number of cars, there apparently
exists a possibility of so adjusting the
registration rates as to keep pace with
the
maintenance charges.
A number of the states having In
general but a small mileage of Improved roads have recently adopted
the plan cf capitalizing the motor- devoting
revenues
vehicle
and
these funds to road construction. The
states doing this are Illinois, Maine,
Minnesota, Missouri, 'Nevada, Utah,
and Wyoming.
In them bonds have
been voted or Issued for road construction, and the principal, in some
Instances also the Interest, Is to be
paid entirely from the motor-vehicl- e
revenue.
At the beginning of 1021 there were
still seveu states In which tnotor
trucks were registered at the same
rate as passenger cars, but In recent
years there has been a very decided
tendency in most states to Increase
the fees required for motor trucks
over and above those required for
passenger cars.
This increase Is
usually based on the weight of the
truck and Its carrying capacity, Its
horse-poweor a combination of these
factors. The most general practice
seems to be toward definitely limiting
the maximum total road weight of the
vehicle and basing the registration fee
ever-growin- g

Experience of a Providence Woman

,

S,--

Superstition of Sailors.
Old sailors believe ill luck will surely follow If anyone even accidentally
counts the number of persons on
board ship.

;

Ohio woman for three years
.could hardly keep about and
do her housework she was so ill.
TT afl A tv All tiv Y.vHIa V.. TMnka
ham's Vegetable Compound i
Fayette.O. "For about threeyears
I was very nervous and had backache.

V

J

A
s

K

hrtOvr

--r03ICS

e-

siaeacne,

-fd

arBgging-aow-

pains, couiu

n

tite. At times I could hardly do my housework. I got medicine from the
doctor but it did not help me. I saw Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound
advertised in a newspaper and took it with good results, and am now able to
do my housework. I recommend your medicine to my friends and you may
publish my testimonial." Mrs. Chester A. Ball, R. 15, Fayette, Ohio.

An Illinois woman relates her experience :
Bloomington, 111. "I was never very strong and female trouble kept ma
so weak I had no interest in my housework. I had such a backache I could

not cook a meal or sweep a room without raging with pain. Rubbing my
back with alcohol sometimes eased the pain for a few hours, but did not stop
I heard of Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound, and six bottles of it
it
have made me aa strong and healthy as any woman ; and I give my thanks to
it for my health." Mrs. J.A.McQuiTTY, 610 W.Walnut St, Bloomington, I1L
The' conditions described by Mrs. Cassen, Mrs. Ball, and Mrs. McQuitty will
appeal to many women who struggle on with their daily tasks in just such conditions in fact, it is said that the tragedy in the lives of some women is almost
beyond belief. Day in and day out they slave in their homes for their families
and beside the daily routine of housework, often make clothes for themselves and for their children, or work in their gardens, all the while suffering
pains, backache, headaches, nervousness, tha
from those awful bearing-dow- n
blues, and troubles which sap the very foundation of life until there comes a
time when nature gives out and an operation seems inevitable. If such
women would only profit by the experience of these three women, and remember that Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound is the natural restorative
for such conditions it may save them years of suffering and unhappiness.
There is hardly a neighborhood in any town or hamlet in the United States
wherein some woman does not reside who has been restored to health by this
famous medicine. Therefore ask your neighbor, and you will find in a great
many cases that at some time or other she, too, has been benefited by taking it,
root
and will recommend it to you. For more than forty years this
and herb medicine hasbeen restoring suffering women to health and strength.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Boo- k
upon "Ailments Peculiar to Women" will be sent to you free upon request. Write
13.
to The Lydia
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn. Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.
DON'T LET THAT COUGH CONTTNTEI

Spohn's Distemper Compound.
very
will knock It In
hort time. At tha flmt sign of a cough
or cold In your home, give a few doeea of "SPOHN'S."
It will
act on the glande. eliminate the disease perm and prevent furth"SPOHN'S" has been tha
er destruction of body by disease.
standard remedy for DISTEMPER,, INFLUENZA, PINK EYK.
CATARRHAL FEVER, COUGHS and COLDS for a quarter of B
century. 60 cents and $1.16 per boltla at all drug stores.
UOS1LKN, IN'D.
bl'OU-- V MKUltAL COMPANY,
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A Celestial Victim.
The Comet I'm really afraid to go
near the earth they give you such
awful names. New Tork Sun.
iinpnii
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took Lydla
Providenca, R. I.
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound
for a female trouble and backache.
It began just after my baby was born,
and I did the best I could about getting my work done, but I had awful
bearing-dow- n
pains so I could not
stand on my feet. I read In the papers
about Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
Compound and the good it was doing
other women, and I have got dandy
results from it and will always recommend it. You can use these facts
as a testimonial if you wish." Mrs.
Herbert L. Cassen, 18 Men! Court,
Providence, R. L

It Makes a Difference.
"Another bum politician after a Job."
"He got the Job."
"Ah, one of our best minds."

t7P7 wF5''"

.

"I

di';if

Doctors are In business for the
health of others, but not for their own,

Been

Hava

Lydia

land similar to that which through many year

to 43 bushels of wneat
haa yielded from 20barley
and flax aim in (treat
oat,
to the aerowhile
raiainit boraea, cattle, cheep
abundance,
Hundreds of farm-er- a
equally
profitable.
i
hoaa
and
crop in a single
Canada

KUIFE

A
ARGER REVENUE FOR ROADS

t

Don't Count
Yqnr Night Hours
Counting the clock strokes
at night means losing the
day hours in drowsiness.
A cup of tea or cofFee at
bedtime often results in

dreary wakefulness.

FOS tum

Cereal

is a hot, cheering,

meal-tim- e

beverage, fully satisfying to
the taste, and you can drink
it at any hour of the day
as many cups as you like
with no irritation to nerves.
Better nights and brighter
ings usually follow a change

to Postum as the table drink.

"There 's a Reason
Ihlt hy Postum Cereal

H

Ca,IncBattle CreekMich

Hauling a Large Load of Farm Produce In Open-ToTruck, Covered
With Canvas.
p

on the capacity of the truck.

Some

few states have adopted a scale of
fees, which In actual practice serves
to make the operation of very heavy
trucks Impracticable.
In Colorado, New Tork, and Oregon,
In addition to the registration fees, a
state tax on gasoline or other products
used for the propulsion of motor
vehicles Is also levied. In some states
motor cars are tuxed as personal
property In addition to the required
registration fees. In Alabama, Delaware, Idaho, Iowa, Michigan, New
Hampshire, New York, Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Vermont, the
registration fees are In lieu of all
personal property taxes.
OLD METHODS

ST--

&Mf

'iiliH

to

experts are endeavoring to Impress the public with the fact
that the old methods of building roads
no longer produce results equal fb the
demands for highway transportation.
If the highways are to be developed to
their capacity there roust be better and
better highways.

-

Oi

Phosphate

Baking
Powder

ARE DISLIKED

No Longer Produce Results Equal
the Demands of Transportation on Highways,

t"s-

s

Road-buildin-

".t)
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Vatch Your Kidneys!
That "bad back" ii probably due to
weak kidneys. It shows in a dull,
throbbing backache or aharp twinge
when aiooping. You have headaches,
too, dizzy spells, a tired, nervous feeling and irregular kidney action. Don't
neglect it there ia danger of dropsy,
gravel or Bright'a disease! Use Doan'l
Kidney nilt. Thousands hare saved
themselves more serious ailinenta by
the timely use of Doan'l. Ask your

'Children Cry For

Tlie Kitchen

Cabinet

7iv

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiimiiiuiiiii.

Ii0.

.

Westers Nawspnper Union.)

In May time balmy breesea play
Among the nodding treetopa.

flit between
The boughs with merry roundelayl

WHAT TO DO WITH CHEESE.

With cheese the suggested composition of the moon and equally as high
'Every time I
my kidneys
In price, we have
fTAntAjl
war
na T
n will
been careful In
had sharp i.palna In
my back over my
the amounts used.
Kidneys.
At auch
'Vv.S At Present, how- times 1 was handiy sSiZ&Wi ever. It Is getting
capped at my work.
Doan'a Kidney Pills
1
bock somewhat
were brought to my
"'' Jmmi ktlanHnn nn n flan I xvv""V
to lta old priced.
using them. I whs rid of the trouble.
if'- -and it will be
They put my kidneya In good condimore generally
tion."
used. Cheese Is a voluable iood, beCat Doan'a A Store, 80c a Bos
ing highly concentrated and with no
waste. One needs to consume twice
FOSTER. M1LB URN CO.. BUFFALO, N. Y.
as much beef, pound for pound, as
cheese iitt order to have the same food
value. Beef contains more iron, than
A Question.
cheese, but this can be supplied by
One of the questions we hnve long green
vegetables. Cheese contains
wanted to ask is: "Who takes care more
lime than meat and much less Is
of the dentist's teeth?"
needed to make a satisfying meaL
There are any number of combinations with cheese which will take" the
place of meat and add an infinite vaALLEN'S FOOT-EA- SE
riety to the menu.
the aaHstsOe Pewte Bkak tost Tea Ibaea
Wisconsin produces a large part of
And sprinkle In the Toot-Batall the cheese made In the United
It tain the atlng
States and the "buy at home" slogan
out of Ooroa, Bunions,
should be kept In mind when marketBllatere and Callouses,
and gives rest and coming. Imported cheeses are very popuamartfort to hot, tired,
lar, but at present nearly every vaIng, swollen leeC
riety is produced in the United States
Mora tnan lfiwjooo
ponnda ot Powder lor
and In many cases of superior quality.
I be Feet were need by
The gastronomic delights of bread
w Array
"vy
and cheese and kisses we have been
vVic
Allan's Poo.
taught are the sine qua non of living
Base, tho
f
and though the sanitary board bars the
f
der tor thalnat.
latter we still have cheese and bread
take the friction from the shoe, freab- ena the ieet and gives new rigor.
with which to worry along. The folNothing relieve the pain of tight or
lowing dishes will help In suggesting
every
o
quickly.
whera.;
Sold
new shoe
a few of the ways we may use this
Ak lor ALUM'S fOOT-EASdelicious food:
Cheese With Celery. Cook the
coarser portions of celery cut In
half-incpieces, or the root or celerlac
may be used cut in dice. Place a layer of celery In the bottom of a
baking dish. Covet with
or finely cut cheese, using as
Younfj After grated
Now
much or little as the occasion or supTaklntf
ply demands, then add a few spoonfuls of a rich white sauce made of
"I bad sour stomach ever since I had two tablespoonfuls each of butter and
"the grip and it bothered me badly flour cooked together and one cupful
Have taken Eatonic only a week and of rich milk added; salt and pepper to
am much better. Am 80 years old," taste. Repeat, having the white sauce
Bays Mrs. John Hill.
on top, then sprinkle thickly with butEatonic quickly relieves sour stom- tered crumbs and bake In a moderate
ach, indigestion, heartburn, bloating
until the crumbs are well
.and distress after eating because it oven
takes up and carries out the excess browned. Serve from the dish. Once
acidity and gases which caase most tried, this will be a cherished recipe.
stomach ailments. If you have "tried
j
everything" and still suffer, do not give
When Earth's last picture la dusted
tip hope. Eatonic has brought relief to
And the floors are washed and dried
When the oldest rug is beaten
tens of thousands like you. A big box
And the youngest bug his died
costs but a trifle with your druggist's
We
shall rest and, believe me, we'll
guarantee.
need It:
Drop down for a wink or two.
Till the dust on the grand piano

f,

ay

PER CENt
AVciJefabicIVccafationSirAs
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over-worke- d,
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Was Sick

well-butter-

Feels
Eatonic for
Sour Stomach

Cuticura Talcum
FMclMtisiflir

25c, OlataMBt 25 aaa SOc, Talcaa 25c

M

MOTHERS SHOULD READ THE BOOKLET THAT IS AROUND EVERY BOTTLE
OF FLETCHER'S

IwSimHeS;$nat
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Bears the Signature of

CKTAU

With the Beat Intentions.
"Willie, what are you doing with
that oil can?" "I'm oilin' baby's
tongue so he can talk." Life.
Cuticura for Sore Hands.
Soak hands on retiring In the hot suds
of Cuticura Soap, dry and rub In Cuticura Ointment.
Remove surplus
Ointment with tissue paper. This Is
only one of the things Cuticura will do
If Soap, Ointment and Talcum are Used
for all toilet purposes. Adv.
Keep your friendships in constant
repair by practicing the golden rule.

COMPANY. NSW YORK CITY.

?7Iiat to Halie im
(CdDPNisimiPAirndDRi
Take a good dose of Carter's Little liver Pills
men take & or 6 tor a few nights af ter.They
cleanse your system of all waste matter and
ITTI.E Regulate Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
PILLS take as SUgar. Genun teat itgnatuny

CARTER'S

'4

Small Pill. Small Dose.

Small Price.

'Not "Something for Nothing"
But Premiums for Your Tags
FOR MEN..WOMEN, BOYS AND GIRLS
See That You Get Your Tag

Ask Your Dealer for These Brands

,

They Am Valuable

With Apologlea to Kipling.

3
bring quick relief and often ward off
deadly diseases. Known as the national
remedy of Holland for more than 200
years. All druggists, in three sizes.
Look for the nam Gold Medal on every bos
and accept no imitation

DR.

TUTT'S LIVLH FILLS have beea

told for the liver.
Read the following from a woman

" I have used UK.
tor Bowel regulation many years. I am now con-

of

forry-elh- t
t
TUTT'S PILLS

vinced that they are also the best
known regulator for other retard,
ed female functions. I have told
many of my friend and now none
would bo without them. A few
days before, and you are all right."

rifiuRfirs
U, Oklahoma City,

No.

many tasks which seem
Importance to the woman
who has kept bouse for
jllll year but which are a bug-I bear to those less expert- Jill j enced.
The newly-we- d
who will not ask advice
I
or Is ashamed to confess
her Ignorance has many
hard knocks to take as
she Journeys along In her
housekeeping.
This Is the time of year to wash or
scud to the cleaners, the. winter
Prepare a suds of good
blankets.
sonp and put the blankets Into a good
big tub of water and have It as hot
as the hands can bear, washing one
blanket at a time, using a plunger
or small suction hand washer. Those
who use a power machine that does
not rub the clothes will find that satisfactory.
Woolen
needs careful
handling to keep It from filing tftid
shrinking. Never rub on a board but
squeeze with the hands and wring
through a loose wringer or simply
squeeze out the water and let It
drip on the line. A warm windy day
is the best for drying Slankets, then
If they are brushed vigorously to raise
the nap they will be fluffy and look
like new.
Fold and pack with a
handful of cloves or a small piece of
cotton saturated with turpentine to
keep tlie moths from troubling them.
Heavy suits. pu) wraps which will
not be used during the summer should
be aired, brushed and 'put away in
moth-proo- f
bugs or chests.
Leather chairs may be Lent looking
well by rubbing them with linseed oil
and vinegar, using one part of vinegar
to two of oil. Polish with a silk cloth
after rubbing the oil mixture into the
leather.
There
little

are- -

KENTUCKY COLONEL
PICTURES
Taken from 10c bags of Kentucky
Colonel pipe tobacco are of equal
value with tags and may be assorted or all one kind.

.

COLDIIEDAL

For ' over halt a century

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE

31

Aches, pains, nervousness, diffin urinating, often mean
The world's
serious disorders.
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

W. N.

-
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fchall set ua to work anew.
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SLOW
DEATH

I

Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, ihink of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is Important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well,- - the digestive organs
your Baby must receive special care. Ho Baby is so abnormal of
that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-up-

FrflTut

Always Healthful
Sea

That Baby should have a bed of Its own all are agreed. Tet It
Is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism
of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would

s.

I

b.

80 Years Old

lrS

be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
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Special Care of Baby.
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And Joyous songsters

An Oklahoma Case
Henry Claassen,
shoemaker,
Fair-vieOk la., a
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Cameo Brooch. 2S Tags
Gold Filled
Dozens of Pins. Chains
and Buttons

Automatlo Lighter
and Pocket Lamp, GO Tar
Twenty other special articles
tor
men

- -

'!
ii

i'
i

"

Aluminum

.

'

:

American Cut Glass
Cream Pitcher and Supar Bowl. 75 Tags
Epoon Tray or Jelly and Pickle
Dish, 0 Tags

J

Salt,

Pepper and Toothpick
Holder and Tray
26 Tags

Premo Jr. Kodak
Pictures i.x3A, l&o Tags
Many other amusements

Alarm Clock, 200 Tags
(Tells Time In Darkness)
Forty other Clocks and Watches
Twenty Different Flashlights

French Harp,

Old Btandby, 25 Tags
Also Fiddles and Phonographs
Thirty Different Pocket Knives

ROGERS TRIPLE BILVEH PI.ATE
Teaspoona
75 Tags
150 Taisa
Table Bpoons
3u0 Tags
Knives and Forks

ROGERS NICKEL SILVER
Teaspoons
76 Tags
76 Taa
Table Spoons
225 Tags
Knives and 4 Forks
Eighty other articles (or table and kitchen
WRITS TODAY FOR YOUR 1921 PREMIUM LIST
Tobacco Samples by Mail SOc
Special Inducement to Live Dealer
12

t6

Address: Smith & Scott Tobacco Co., Inc, DepL A, Paducah, Ky.

THE KINHA RECORD
GREAT FUTURE IS PREDICTED
FOR YOUNG WASHINGTON STAR

JUNIOR WEFERS, LIKE
FATHER, IS SPRINTER
With Swiftest
ners of the Country.

Is Ranked

Run-

LONGER SKIRTS
IN FROM PARIS

and summer creations
. New spring
keep coming from Paris at a rapid
rate. No sooner have we seen the last
Youngster Is Fast Acquiring Speed
collection than a fresh shipment of
and Fins Points of Gams That
gowns and hats arrives to ravish our
Mads Paternal Ancestor Fagaze.
mous Many Years Ago.
At the houses of the smart dressmakers in New York, writes a fashion
It is not very often that an athlete correspondent, imported gowns, deWho had reached the height of his signed for late spring and summer and
form a quarter of a century before is not yet on public view, are all long
represented in his' field by a son of skirt and as simple as can be; not
equally as good. But that is Just the a sign of trimming or decoration has
case with Bcrnle Wefers, Sr., and his been left to them except of the most
Twenty-livson, Bernle, Jr.
years inconspicuous sort.
ago Berate, Sr., was the world's
Take, for instance, the evening or
greatest sprinter.
He held records dinner gown. It Is of black crepe satin,
galore. Including the world's mark and its lining, which shows on the
for 220 yards, which k ood the onslaughts of the world's greatest
throughout the years until a few dnys
ago, Charley Paddock, the coast star,
was credited with smashing It.
Today Bernie, Jr., Is ranked with
the best sprinters of the country. Under his father's experienced eye, he is
fast ncqulring the speed and fine
points of the game thnt mndo his dad
famous so long ago. At present young
Bernle holds many - titles, but the
question uppermost in the minds of
American enthusiasts Is "Can. Bernle,
e

Sara Harris, second basemnn of the Washington Senators, Is
one of the best second Backers la the major leagues. He Is a
good fielder and wields a wicked bat This Is Harris' second
lu the big leagues, and a treat future Is predicted for him.

Diamond
Squibs

FOUR-EYE-

i.

still Joe Bush, but not

Joe Hush Is
"Bullet" Joe Bush.

Clarence Schalk, brother of Roy,
has been let out by Minneapolis.
Princeton's baseball and track athletes are dieting at training tables.
The Brooklyn Nationals, 1920 pennant winners, are getting oft badly.
"Chick" Calloway of the Athletics
cannot explain why he Is called
Chick."
Benny r.oynton, Williams college
gridiron star, Is also a diumond luminary.
The prediction that the Cubs could
not hit seems to have not been founded
on fact.

CATCHERS.

D

Spectacled pitchers, outfielders and lnlielders seem to be
more or less numerous In' base- -'
ball these days, but Penn State
boasts of a unique combination
in having two
catchers.
Rob Livingston, the Lans-dow- n
boy Is one of
substitutes who wears his
glasses, Inside the mask : while In
young Runnetto, from Teabody
High, Pittsburgh, the freshman
team also has a "four-eyed- "
backstop.
Bez-dek-

Earl Neale and Jimmy Ring Are Ex.
pected to Help Donovan's Team
in Pennant Race.
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Jr., regain the laurels which his dad
held so many years?"
Before this
summer passes out this question
should be answered. For undoubtedly
young Wefers will meet Paddock In
a race at the
distance."
Daddy Wefers Is nt present athletic
Instructor at Fordhnm university.
220-yar- d

Sporting Squibs
of All Kinds
International shooting matches will
be held at Lyons, France, this summer.

Sis Bing, 2:00, is to be out again
this season as a member of Dick
stable.

The slogan In the National league
Orover, the
Is "Watch Alexander."
Great, seems greater than ever this
spring.

Plans are under way for a trip to
Honolulu this summer by the Yaie
8wlmmlug team.

Unless all signs fail Dutch Reuther.
under the fatherly handling of Uncle
Robbie, will be a game winner thi,i
Benson.

Holland has withdrawn her bid for
1924 Olympic games, but will try
for the 1928 scries. .

the

Ben Koehler, former nrst baseman
Earl Neale.
for South Bend and once with the St.
Louis Cardinals on trial, has gone into Ring, by
the Phillies In a winter trade.
politics.
The two former Reds will greatly
None of the American association ntrengthen' the chances of Bill DonpliV-'rhave been ordered off the field ovan's outfit as pennant contenders.
for profanity. Things aren't hot
s
enough yet.
ROOKIE IS PART OF PASTIME

'

s

;

St. Louis has the hitters, bat It Is
doubtful If Lee Fohl will have the sort
of pitching staff needed for success In

the majors.

Instead of Being Personification of
Hayseed He Is Today Well Edu.
cated and Mannered.

Rookies aren't what they used to
Agents to watch against gambling be. The recruit was once supposed
to
In barieball' parks have been engaged be and sometimes was the personificaby Ban B. Johnson, president of the tion of hayseed and cabbage.
American league.
They furnished entertainment
to
veterans by their crudeness and things
Eric Erlckson, the Swedish cove they didn't know about the world as
who fnlled to do any effective twirling well as baseball. Today practically
for Detroit, seems to be getting away all rookies are well educated and well
nicely for Clark Griffith.
mannered.
Many have arrived before they hft
Fred Welse, a former Pennsylvania the big time la the knowledge of the
student, la playing the outfield for game. This Is due to the caliber of
He Is regarded as the ball played in the minors and to the
Swarthinore.
increasing number of recruits from
hardest hitter on the team.
college nines.
Baseball Is a man's game now. It
One of the things no baseball fan
lias ever been able to figure out Is why has progressed far as regards the
season is mental caliber of those who play It,
the opening of the baseball
always a slgua.1 for a profracted rainy Yet the word rookie will always stick.
'
It's a part of the pastime.
spelt
I

'
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Bernle Wefers, Jr.

Carpentler's forfeit of $50,000 looks
bigger In the New York bank than it
did In Paris.

Captain Fisher, the Princeton baseball enptain, Is a Baltimore boy. He
lilts fourth la the batting order.

i

two-Inc-

Center college without Its Bo will
not figure in the gridiron fiddling next
fall.

The Tigers have purchased Shortstop Don Rader of the New Orleans
Southern association club.

'

'
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PHILLIES

-

Gleason appears to be very pleased
with the prospects of a winning team.
So do Schalk and Collins.

NP"",rV

's

Earl Neale,- former star oiftflelder of
Harry Birmlllcr of the Jersey City the Cincinnati Reds, photogrnphed
Internutlonuls rang up the first no-hIn a Philly uniform at the National
game of the season.
league park in Philadelphia.
Neale
was acquired, with Pitcher Jimmy
boy can tell you
Any
what to do when your business Interferes with baseball.
Itay Schalk Is the same brilliant
catcher he was before the grand jury
wrecked the White Sox.

citron-yellow-

...
STRENGTHEN

self-sam-

h
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they use them with a skill that only
a born artist con dlspl.iy.
For Instance, a garland of these" or- gandle posies is placed over one hip,
starting at the waistline, and this Is
the only trimming that the dress is
allowed, the rest of it being quite plrn
and simple, with only the simplest of
plcoted edges to set it off. Another
motif of these little flowers starts on
the right shoulder nnd floats over the
front of the gown, to be fastened at
the left side of the belt The dress '
with this, too, is quite the background
for the flower adornment. Doucet is
showing frocks of colored and white
linen in what Is called the handkerchief quality, with trimmings of these
little organdie uowers. The "novelty
of the trimming is a certain relief
from the everlasting lingerie trim
mings to which frocks of this character have for so long been confined.
Cotton nets and cotton laces are another combination which has received
much attention for summer wear and
for spring reception and party dresses.
The nets are pot white and cream only, as in former years, but this season
they have been tinted every known
tone and shade, and then the laces
which are used with them are' colored
e
tone. Chiffon and lace
the
are combined In this way, the lace being dyed to match the tissue.
A yellow net frock was made with
a very full skirt, giving body by means
of wide crosswise tucks. Between the
tucks a two-inccotton lace edging
was placed, and this was dyed the
.
same shade of
The
bodice was a simple surplice affair,
and the Inevitable organdie flower
this time a pale pink camella held
the pale green ribbon girdle in placed
Another cotton net 'frock was dyed
a gray-bluand the skirt was one
h
mass of
ruffles made of a
cotton lace- dyed the same shade, and
put on In wide' scallops or garlands.
Parisian hats are In full bloom, so
to say. Most of the summer, ones are
big and floppy and flowery, but there
afe some small turbans recently imported which have a distinction of
their own
There are the tiniest of
close fitting turbans made solidly of
leaves that are colored and lacquered.
It Is no rarity for the leaves to be a
rich, deep brown or a dull and shiny
green or rose colored or, for that matter, any color that happens to strike,
the fancy of the modiste. But the
leaves are not nil. Over them Is draped
a veil of chantilly dyed a shade to
match exactly the shade of the leaves
underneath it.
Leather as Hat Fabric.
The French ure using leather a
good deal, too, for hats. .It Is a soft,
drapable variety of leather. All the
rules of leather have been disregarded
and the stuff has been used as though
It were the most accepted hat fabric
under the sun. One large and
hat was made of brilliant red
leather, and It had little steel rivets
applied cleverly ot the base of that
where a bow was tied at the rl'ii side
by way of a bit of trimming. Another
leather hat, also of red, was embroidered in black chenille and then twisted
Into one of those drapery turban
things turning off the face. It was the
sort of shape that has been popular
for some seasons past and to which
the French milliner is capable of always giving a fresh twist, If desired.
Lace, too, Is still a favorite with
them over there. They are making
whole .picture hats of it and using it
for trimmings on others. They seem
loath to relinquish the grace and the
drooping quality of this material,
which, above all others, has that
feminine look which best adapts Itself to the making of hats. They have
used lace for veils and scarfs and bows
end for transparent brims, and when
th'ey use it they take great pains to
allow the pattern to show at its best

Malls are jammed with letters requesting tickets for the Demp-Carshow. There's bnly room for 60,000.
p

Bill Tlldcn asked the hometown citizens of Philadelphia to spend $50,000
in the building of tennis courts, and
they will.

The Dinner Dress.
hanging drapery at the side of the
skirt, and ognln under the arms and
at the waistline, is of royal blue crepo
georgette. As far as trimming Is concerned, there is none, only that shimmer of the deep blue th'at appears now
and again to relieve the solid blackness of the frock. The whole art of
the thing lies In the lines and In the
general suitability of the frock to the
personallty-- of
the wearer. The sketch
came directly from Paris and shows
well what they consider over there
the right length of skirt. It Is, doubtless, but a forerunner of the length of
our skirts a season or two to come.
Among the frocks of muslin, cotton
crepe or organdie of which such a vast
quantity Is shown for wear during the
summer months, citron-yelloIs by
far the favorite shade.
Madeleine et Madeleine are trimming their rose and apricot mulls with
country flowers made of other colors
of organdie posed on the gowns at
various fascinating places. An organdie rose will hold a ribbon belt In
place and will show there not only
the flowers but Its leaves made of thin
fabric. The French can do anything
with a material If it is in the least
pliable, and the newer organdies are
positively Inspirational lnthelr texture
and in their colors. They make gardenias and sweet peas of organdie that
put the real ones to shame, and then

T

Flowers in Some Favor
a

There are, as always la springtime,
many trimmings of ribbon. There is
an amusing little novelty in the way
Parts is slated to get the 1024 Olym- of ribbon of organdie edged by a plcot
way
pic games, according to Gaston Vtdal, In metal thread. In the same
undersecretary of physical education stiff taffeta ribbons are supplied with
this metal edge, and these Maria Ouy
of France.
t
uses in formal rosettes posed on the
Emmet French will captain the brims of some of her hats.
Flowers seem to be finding again
team of American professional golflost favor. They lean
ers who will compete In the British Some of their
toward Gelnsc made extraordinary
open chauiplonsfilp.
large, not the models set down by
many ways
F. L. Page, bow In the Princeton nature; they diverge In
boat, is said to resemble In build the and the more conventional the trpe the
liked.
famous bow, Arthur Savage, who died better they seem to be
At the shop of ,uele Humnr one
at Chateau Thierry.
sees wreaths and garlands of those
mingled with bunches
.
Frank Moran's English press agents newer flowers
looking fruit and the whole
had It all framed Or the Plttsburgher of luscious
the arrangement Is then treated to
to cripple Carpentler before Dempsey of
a bath of tire finish which makes It
was given a chance.
shine most attractively. They look alCoach William IL Deltz, who made together like flowers of porcelain or
a reputation as a football strategist wax. This same modiste makes flowhave a clre finish.
at the Carlisle Indian school several ers of taffeta that as
to colors, blend-lo- g
years ago, will teach the Purdue eleven They are assorted
with
the
of
shade
the bat upon
Indian psychology this fall.
mhich they are placed. For instance.

00
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Is
hat of fine red straw
is topped by a crown of foliage
and lacquered In tlie very same
as the straw.
As for the plumed bats, they are
most often of soft straws with glycer-ine- d
feathers that wind many, times
about the base of the crown and drip
off the sides, the front or the tack, or
all three. Just according to the whim
of the modiste. Sometimes they, too,
are actually drawn through the straw
brim, then being allowed to wave over
the hair.
Georgette uses an elongated dagger
for the trimming at the side of some
of her hats. She has had great success, too, with the trlcornp, which is
trimmed with two algrets fastened to
the side, which Is turned up.
Jeanne Due prefers the taffeta
flowers for trimming. At this house
there is a large picture hat mada of
bluck satin and trimmed with a decidedly artistic arrangement of, black
laee Intertwined with metal ribbon la,
shades of blue with silver. .

there
which
tinted
shade

